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Counting on Determinants
Arthur T. Benjamin and Naiomi T. Cameron

1. THE PROBLEM OF THE DETERMINED ANTS. Imagine four determined
ants who simultaneously walk along the edges of the picnic table graph of Figure 1.
The ants can move only to the right (northeast, southeast, and sometimes due east)
with the goal of reaching four different morsels.

Figure 1. Ants and morsels.

Question 1. How many ways can the ants in Figure 1 simultaneously reach different
morsels?
See Figure 3 for an example. We define an n-path to be a collection of n paths from
a set of n origins to a set of n destinations. To compute the number of 4-paths in our
example, we first find the number of ways that each ant can reach each morsel. In the
example these numbers can be computed easily using calculations similar to those that
arise in Pascal's triangle (see Figure 2). We record the information in a square matrix
A whose (i, j)-entry aij is the number of ways that Ant i can reach Morsel j.

14 6
1 01
20 15 6
1
15 20 15 6
6 15 20 14
Ant 2

1

4

Figure 2. The numberof paths for Ant 2 to reach each morsel can be computed recursively and is recordedin
the second row of matrix A.
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Consequently,the numberof 4-paths such that each Ant i reachesMorsel i is
alla22a33a44= 44100. Alternatively,for each permutation
n of {1, 2, 3, 4} thereare
al,(1)a2(2)a3,(3)a4(4) 4-paths where each Ant i reaches Morsel Ir(i). Summing over

all alternativesgives us

L

alz(l)a2r(2)a3r(3)a47r(4)

4-paths,where 54 is the set of all permutationsof {1, 2, 3, 4}. In other words, the
"antswer"to Question1 is thepermanentof the matrixA. In ourexample,this equals
171361.
Question2. How many ways can the ants simultaneouslyreach differentmorsels,
where no two paths intersect?

Notice that a featureof our picnic table graphis that in orderto have four nonintersectingpaths,we must have each Ant i go to Morsel i. Such a graphis called
nonpermutable.
However,most of the 44100 4-pathsassociatedwith the identitypermutationdo intersectsomewhere.Believe it or not, the answerto Question2 is the
determinant of A, in this case 889.

To see why this is true,firstrecallthatfor an n-by-nmatrixA the determinantof A
equals
- sgn(r)al

(1)a2r(2)..

"an

(n),

JreSn

where Sn is the set of permutations of {1, 2,...,

n} and sgn(ir) = 1 when n is an

evenpermutation
(expressibleas the productof an even numberof transpositions)and
sgn(r) = -1 when n is odd. In termsof our countingproblem,the determinantis
a weighted sum, over all n-paths, where the weight of an n-path from C1, ..., Cn to
respectivedestinationsD(1),..., D(n) is the sign of r. In a nonpermutable
graph,
all of the nonintersectingn-pathsare associatedwith the identitypermutation,which
is even, andthusgiven positiveweight.It remainsto provethatfor everyintersecting
n-path,we can uniquelyidentifyanotherintersectingn-pathwith oppositesign.
For a given intersectingn-pathwith associatedpermutationrt, supposei is the
smallestindex for which Pathi intersectsanotherpath,and let Pathj be the largest
indexedpaththatPathi intersects.Let O be the firstpointof intersectionof Pathsi
and j. For the 4-pathin Figure3, i = 1 and j = 4. To createan intersectingn-path
.4
4
3/
2, .-

O/

.4

.

3

4

X
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1,
Figure 3. An intersecting4-path with even permutationxr = (13)(24) is transformedinto anotherintersecting
4-path with odd permutationxn'= (1243).
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with opposite sign, we simply swap Paths i and j after O. Thus, Path i ends up at D,(),
Path j ends up at D~(i), and all other paths remain unchanged. Hence, the new n-path
will have associated permutationr' = (i, j)nr, which necessarily has opposite sign. In
Figure 3, w = (13)(24) is even and n' = (14)(13)(24) = (1243) is odd. Notice that
in the new n-path i, j, and O are the same as before, so (j')' = nr, and the process is
completely reversible.
The preceding argument applies to any directed graph that is acyclic (i.e., has no
cycles) and leads to the following theorem:
Theorem 1. Let G be a directed acyclic graph with n designated origin and destination nodes, and let A be the n-by-n matrix whose (i, j)-entry is the number of paths
from the ith origin to the jth destination. Thefollowing statements hold:
(a) The number of n-paths is equal to the permanent of A.
(b) If G is nonpermutable, the number of nonintersecting n-paths is equal to the
determinant of A.
(c) In general, even if G is not nonpermutable, the determinant of A equals
Even(G) - Odd(G), where Even(G) is the number of nonintersecting n-paths
corresponding to even permutations and Odd(G) is the number of nonintersecting n-paths corresponding to odd permutations.
This theorem was originally given by Karlin and McGregor [5] and Lindstrom [7],
and popularized by Gessel and Viennot [4], Aigner [1], and the recent book by Bressoud [2]. When the given graph G has considerable structure(as in cases where it is
used to enumerate Young tableaux, plane partitions, or rhombus tilings), it is often
possible to find a closed form for the determinant of A. Krattenthalerhas described
several methods for evaluating such determinantsin [6].
Application. Recall that for n > 0 the nth Catalan number
1

2n

n+1ln

counts the lattice paths from (0, 0) to (n, n) restricted to vertices that stay on or
below the line y = x. Let H be the (n + 1)-by-(n + 1) matrix with (i, j)-entry
Ci+j (0 < i, j < n). In Figure 4, the number of paths from origin Oi to destination Dj is Ci+j. Since there is only one way to create n + 1 nonintersecting paths
D3
D2

D1
Co

Oo = Do
01

det

C

2C32

C
C=2 C2
C3

C3
C4

C4
C5

C3

C5

C6-

C4

-

02

Figure 4. There is only one nonintersecting4-path from (Oo, 01, 02, 03} to {(Do,D1, D2, D3}.
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from {O0, O1,...,

On} to {Do, D1, ..., D0}, Theorem 1 implies that det(H) = 1. For

anotherquickcombinatorial
derivationusingmatrixfactorization,see [12].
2. ENUMERATINGSPANNINGTREES. Now considerthe graphG in Figure5.
A spanningtreeof G is a connectedacyclic subgraphof G with the samevertexset.
10
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Figure 5. A graph G (left) and one of its many spanningtrees (right).

Question 3. How many spanning trees does G have?
To answer this question, we first describe the graph in matrix notation. We allow
our graph to contain multiple edges (e.g., between vertices 7 and 8 in G) but no loops
(edges that begin and end at the same vertex). For a graph with n vertices, let A be
its n-by-n adjacency matrix, where aij is the number of edges between i and j. Let
D be the diagonal matrix Diag(dl, d2, ... , dn), where di is the degree of vertex i (i.e.,
the number of edges incident at i). Now consider the matrix D - A. Since every row
of D - A sums to zero, its columns are linearly dependent; hence, det(D - A) = 0.
However, if we remove any row and column from D - A, the determinant of this
submatrixanswers our question. Specifically, we have:
Theorem 2. Let G be a loopless undirected graph with n vertices, adjacency matrix A, and diagonal degree matrix D. If Brs signifies the (n - 1)-by-(n - 1) matrix
obtained by deleting from D - A its rth row and sth column, then the number of spanning trees of G is equal to (-1)r+s det Brsfor any choice of r and s.
This result is known as the "Matrix-TreeTheorem" and was originally proved by
Sylvester [15] (see [17], [14] for algebraic proofs). We present a combinatorial proof
(as given in [3]) of the case when r = s = n, whereupon the number of spanning trees
is simply the determinantof Bnn,a matrix that we abbreviateas B.
For example, the graph in Figure 5 has

D-A=
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The 9-by-9 matrixB obtainedby removingthe last row and columnfrom D - A is
seen in Figure10 (with its nonzeroentriesexpanded).It has determinant148. Hence
the matrix-treetheoremtells us thatG has 148 spanningtrees.
Ourproofof Theorem2 is similarto the one in the previoussection.Here,we will
identifyspanningtrees as the acyclic objectsin a largecollectionof directedgraphs.
The determinantwill countall the acyclic objectsandhalf of the cyclic objectspositively,while the otherhalf of the cyclic objectswill be countednegatively.Whenthe
dustsettles,only the spanningtreeswill remainstanding.
For any spanningtree of G with n vertices,thereis exactly one way to orientits
edges so thateachedge pointsin the directionof vertexn (see Figure6). Thisis called
a rootedspanningtreewith rootn. Hence,the numberof spanningtreesof G is equal
to the numberof rootedspanningtreesof G with rootn.
10
4

3

9

7

8

Figure 6. The spanningtree of Figure 5 rooted at vertex n = 10.

Observethatthe rootedspanningtreesof G haven - 1 edges, whereeach nonroot
vertexi has outdegree1. A directedsubgraphof G with this propertyis calledafunctional digraph in G, since it represents a function f : {1,..., n - 1} - {1, ..., n},
wherethe edge from i to j indicatesthat f(i) = j. Let F denotethe set of all functionaldigraphsin G. Noticethatthe size of Y is did2 dn-1(see Figure7 for a typical
example).Fromanyvertex,we areultimatelyled eitherto the rootn or to a cycle that
does not containn. The acyclic objectsof f are preciselythe rootedspanningtrees
of G.
10
4/

5

2

9

1

Figure 7. A typical functional digraph F in G.

Next, we consideran even largercollectionS of signed objects:S comprisesall
functionaldigraphsF in G, where now each cycle in F is given a sign, either +
or -. Thus a functional digraph F in F with k cycles generates 2k signed functional
June-July 2005]
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10
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Figure 8. S is a signed functional digraphbased on F from Figure 7. Here, the sign of S is negative.

digraphsin S (see Figure8). For S in S we define the sign sgn(S) of S to be the
productof the signs of the cycles of S. If S has no cycles, then S is a rootedspanning
treeandits sign is necessarilypositive.If S is cyclic (thatis, S has at least one cycle),
then we define its conjugateS to be the same functionaldigraphas S but with the
sign of the first cycle reversed.We define thefirst cycle to be the cycle containing
the vertexwith the smallestlabel (see Figure9). Notice thatsgn(S) = - sgn(S) and
S = S. This correspondence
provesthatthereareas manypositivecyclic elementsas
negativecyclic elementsin S. Hencethe numberof positiveelementsof S minusthe
numberof negativeelementsgives the numberof acyclic elementsof S, whichis the
numberof spanningtreesof G.
10
4/
5

2

9

1

Figure 9. S, the conjugate of S from Figure 8, has positive sign.

So how does the matrixB fit into this? Supposethat an edge between i and j
exists in G, wherei g n andj # n. Thenthe directededge fromi to j is represented
twice in B: positively,on the diagonal,as one of the Is that comprisebii = di =
1 + 1 + . + 1, and negatively,off the diagonal,as one of the -Is that comprise
bij = -1 - -1 .. - 1. (Note that bij = -1 unless thereare multipleedges between
verticesi and j.) A directededge from i to n is representedonly once, positively,as
a 1 in bii. Thus,every signedfunctionaldigraphS, which consistsof n - 1 directed
edges, is associatedwith a selectionof n - 1 Is or -Is in the matrixB, whereeach
1 or -1 comes from a differentrow and columnof B. Specifically,for an edge eij
in S directedfrom i to j thatbelongs to a negativecycle of S we select one of the
-ls in bij = -1 - 1 - - - 1. Otherwise,we utilizethe appropriate1 in bi = di =
1 + 1 + . - + 1 (see Figure 10 for an example).

Thus, when we expandeach bij as the sum of Is or -Is, the determinantof B is
representedas the sum of the productsof a bunchof Is, -Is, and Os.Eachnonzero
termcorrespondsto a signedfunctionaldigraphS in G. If S has exactlym edges in
negative cycles, then its contribution to det(B) is Xs = (-1)" sgn(urs), where 7s is
486
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the permutationassociatedwith S. Ourgoal is to showthatXs = sgn(S), fromwhich
it follows thatthe determinant
of B equalsthe numberof positiveelementsof S minus
the numberof negativeelementsof S (i.e., the numberof spanningtreesof G).

B=

-1+1
0
-1
-1
0
0
0
0
0

0
1+1+1
0
0
0
-1
0
0
-1

-1
0
1+1+1
0
-1
0
-1
0
0

-1
0
0
1+1+1
-1
0
0
0
0

0
0
-1
-1
1+1
0
0
0
0

0
-1
0
0
0
1+1+1
0
-1
-1

0
0
-1
0
0
0
1+1+1
-1-1
0

0
0
0
0
0
-1
-1-1
1+11
0

0 -1
0
0
0
-1
0
0
1+1-

Figure 10. The signed functional digraph S in Figure 8 correspondsto the selection of 9 bold Is and -Is in
the matrix B.

To prove that Xs = sgn(S), suppose that S contains k negative cycles C1,..., Ck,
where Ci contains mi (_ 2) edges. Thus, sgn(S) = (-1)k, ml + .. + mk = m,
and Trs= lir2... J"k,where ri is the cyclic permutation with mi elements natu-

rally describedby Ci. For example,in Figure 8, ns = (37), whereasin Figure 9,
rts = (296)(37). Thus, since sgn(7i) = (-1)mi-1, we have
Xs = (-1)" sgn(ws) = (-1)m sgn(7r ... J k)
= (-1)ml++mk

sgn(rl)

= (_l)ml+'+mk(_l)ml-

... sgn(Jrk)
. . (l)mk-1

= (-1)k = sgn(S),

as was to be shown.

a

In the foregoingproof of Theorem2, we assumedthat Brs (= Bnn) was obtained
from D - A by deleting its last row and column. If r = s f n, then the theorem can be
provedin the sameway by consideringtreesrootedat vertexs. If r s, then a more
sophisticatedcombinatorialproof is providedby Chaiken[3]. Othercombinatorial
argumentsarealso givenby Orlin[11], Temperley[16], andZeilberger[18].
The matrix-treetheoremcan be extendedin severaldirections,all of which can
be provedby essentiallythe same combinatorialargument.If we let B+ be the nonnegativematrix D + A with its last row and column removed,then the size of S
is the permanentof B+, since each signed functionaldigraphis countedonce. Finally,noticewhathappensif we removethe last row andcolumnof B, resultingin an
(n - 2)-by-(n - 2) matrix C. An argumentsimilar to the original one then reveals that

the determinantof C countsthe spanningforests (i.e., acyclic subgraphs)F of G with
two connectedcomponents,wheren - 1 andn are in differentcomponentsof F. In
general,we have:
Corollary 3. Let G be a loopless, undirected graph with n vertices, adjacency matrix
A, and diagonal degree matrix D. For a given set of vertices V = {v, ..., vk} let By
and B+ denote the (n - k)-by-(n - k) matrices obtained by deleting rows and columns
vl,..., vkfrom D - A and D + A, respectively.
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(a) The determinant of By counts the spanning forests F of G with k connected
components, where the vertices v, ..., vk are in differentcomponents of F.
(b) The permanent of B+ counts the signed functional digraphs of G with exactly
k connected components, each rooted at one of the vertices vl, ..., vk.
Application. The complete graph Kn is a graph with n vertices and (2) edges whose
vertices are pairwise adjacent. Cayley's formula asserts that K, has nn-2 spanning
trees. To see this, observe that each vertex has degree n - 1, so B = nI - J is the
associated (n - 1)-by-(n - 1) matrix, where I is the identity matrix and J is the matrix
of all ones. Since J has rank one, it has eigenvalue 0 with multiplicity n - 2 and
eigenvalue n - 1 (with eigenvector (1, 1,..., 1)). Thus, B = nl - J has eigenvalues
n and 1, where n has multiplicity n - 2. Consequently, the numberof spanning trees of
Kn is det(B) = nn-2. The complete bipartitegraph Km,nhas m + n vertices vi, ..., vm,
wi,...., wn and mn edges, one edge for each vi, wj pair. As an exercise, we invite the
reader to show that Km,nhas m"-inm-1 spanning trees [8].
3. PERMUTATIONS WITH SPECIFIED DESCENTS. In this section, we count
restricted arrangementsof numbers. The arrangement382469157 has descents occurring in positions two and six, since the second number and sixth number are immediately followed by smaller numbers.
Question 4. How many arrangementsof { 1, 2, ... , 9} are possible, with the restriction
that a descent is allowed at positions two, six, or seven but at no other positions?
For example, 382469157 is counted among the valid arrangements,as is 123456789,
since it has no descents. The answer to Question 4 is the multinomial coefficient
(9\ (7
3 \37
2
\2 \4/\1\2J

! 80,9!
2!4!1!2!

since this counts the ways to select two numbers to occupy positions one and two, four
numbers to occupy positions three through six, one number to occupy position seven,
and two numbers to occupy the last two positions, with each selection of numbers
written in ascending order.In general, if S = {s, ..., sk} is the set of positions where
a descent is allowed in an arrangementof {1, 2, ..., n - 1}, then the number of valid
arrangementsis
n!
f(n; S) =-(n;! (S2- S)!... **(Sk- Sk-l)! (n - Sk)!

(1)

Question 5. How many arrangementsof the numbers {1, 2, ..., 9} are possible, with
the restriction that a descent must occur at positions two, six, and seven but at no other
positions?
We can easily compute the answer

9!
2! 4!1!2![

[9!

9!

6!1!2! + 2! 5! 2!

9!

9!

9!

2!4!3!

7!2!

6 3!

9! 1 9!
27!

9!1667

using the principle of inclusion-exclusion as follows. From the set of f(9; {2, 6, 7})
arrangementspreviously considered, we subtractthose arrangementswithout descents
488
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in positions two, six, and seven, respectively; we add back arrangementswithout descents in positions two and six, two and seven, and six and seven, respectively; finally,
we subtractthe single arrangementwithout any descents. Each of these subproblems
can be computed using equation (1). For example, the first subtracted term, which
counts arrangements without descents in position two, but with possible descents in
positions six and seven, is equal to f(9; {6, 7}) = 9!/(6! 1! 2!).
In general, let e(n; S) count the arrangements of the numbers 1 through n with
descents occurring precisely at positions sl, ..., sk. Then inclusion-exclusion gives us
e(n; S) =

(-1)k

f (n; T).

(2)

TcS

As we will soon see, e(n; S) can be computed with the aid of a determinant. For
example,
r1

1

2!

6!

1
7!

9!

1111
e(9; {2, 6, 7}) = 9!det

4!
'001± 1
0

0

5! 7!
1! 3!
11

In general, we have:
Theorem 4. For a given subset S = {Sl,...,

Sk} of {1,...,

n - 1} let C be the

(k + 1)-by-(k + 1) matrix defined as follows: if i > j + 1, cij = 0; if i < j + 1,
cij = 1/(sj - sil)!,

where so = 0 and sk+l = n. Then
e(n; S) = n! det(C)

counts the arrangements of {1, ..., n} with descents occurring precisely at positions
S1, ...,

Sk.

The matrix C is almost upper-triangularwith cj+,j = 1 (1 < j < k) on its subdiagonal and only Osbelow the subdiagonal. Here, we have
n! det(C) = Zn!

sgn(7)c)c2

(2)

Ck+in(k+l),

(3)

where I denotes the set of all permutationsof {1, ..., k + 1} that satisfy nr(j + 1) > j
for j = 1,..., k. All other permutationsresult in a product of 0.
To prove Theorem 4, we prove that the summands in equations (2) and (3) are
identical. Notice that (2) involves 2k summands. We claim that equation (3) also has
2k summands by finding a one-to-one correspondence between subsets of {1, ..., k}
and H. Indeed, if J is a subset of {1, ..., k} with complement JC, then we associate
with J the permutation nr in H that satisfies n(j + 1) > j if and only if j belongs
to J. In other words, nr is completely determined by J, the columns from which we
select subdiagonal Is.
For example, suppose that k = 20 and J = {4, 10, 11, 18}. We construct the unique
permutation nr that chooses the subdiagonal element cj+l,j = 1 for every column j
(i.e., z(j + 1) = j), except when j is a member of {4, 10, 11, 18, 21}. Since 1, 2, and
3 are not elements of J, we must choose the subdiagonal Is in columns 1, 2, and 3,
which are the subdiagonal entries of rows 2, 3, and 4. Thus, from column 4, which
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corresponds to a member of J, we may not choose the entries of rows 2, 3, 4, or 5,
for c54is on the subdiagonal. Hence c14is the only eligible nonzero term in column 4.
Thus, we must have
7(1) = 4,

7t(2) = 1,

7r(3) = 2,

7(4) = 3.

(4)

Since 10 is the next element of J, we are forced to choose subdiagonal Is in columns
5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 or, equivalently, in rows 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10. Thus, we cannot select the
entry ci, o for i = 6, 7, 8, 9, or 10, nor for i = 1, 2, 3, or 4 by (4), nor for i = 11, since
10 belongs to J. Accordingly, cs,10is the only eligible choice in column 10. We infer
that
nr(5) = 10,

w7(6)= 5,

7r(7) = 6,

7r(8) = 7,

7r(9) = 8,

7r(10) = 9.

Continuing with this logic, we must also select cIl,11, c12,18,c18,21;all other selections are subdiagonal Is. Consequently, in this example, the unique product associated
with the columns of J is
n! C14C5,10C11,11C12,18C19,21

n!
s4! (S10- s4)! (s1l - S10)!(S18- S11)!(n - S8)!

= f(n; {4, 10, 11, 18}).
Here, the associated permutationis
n = (1, 4, 3, 2)(5, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6)(11)(12, 18, 17, 16, 15, 14, 13)(19, 21, 20),
which has sign (-1)21-5 = 1.
In general, with a subset J = {j, ...., jm} of {1, ..., k} we associate r j in I,
where 7rj(j + 1) = j for j in JC, and
rj(1l) = ji,
JT(ji +

1) = j2, . * *, TJ(m-l

J(jm

1)=

+

+ 1) =

k+1.

Since wj has k + 1 elements in m + 1 cycles, sgn(nry) =
TJ = {s, ..., sIm}, it follows that
n! det(C) =
=

3 sgn(rjy)n! cl,jcj+il,}2

L(jen

=

(-1)

m,

(-1)k-m

- (_1)k-IJI. Letting

Cjm
-+1,jmCjm+1,k+1
n!

1)k _-J
|-g_
sj ! (sj2 -

- Tilf(n;

_
Sil)! * * * (Sjm - Sjm-)!

(n

-

SIm)!

r),

TjCS

as desired.

U

This theorem was originally proved by MacMahon [9]. It is interesting to note that
Theorem 4 can also be proved as an application of Theorem 1, as demonstrated by
490
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Gessel and Viennot [4]. An extension to determinants with polynomial entries (qbinomial coefficients) is given by Stanley [13].
Application. There is only one permutation of {1, ..., n} with a descent at every
position but the last one. That is, e(n; {1, 2, ..., n - 1}) = 1. For the n-by-n matrix C with cij = 1/(j - i + 1)! if i j +1 and cij = 0 otherwise we conclude that
n! det(C) = 1. For example,

det

1

1
2!

1
3!

1
4!

1

1

1

1

1

2!

3!

4!

0

1

1

2!

3!

0

0

1

1

1
2!

0

0

0

1

1

1

1
5!

1

1
5!

More combinatorial approaches to linear algebra are presented by Zeilberger [18].
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. The authorsthank Ira Gessel and Louis Shapirofor many helpful remarks.
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Goldbach's Conjecture Implies Bertrand's Postulate
In recent years, there has been a great deal of renewed interest in Goldbach's
Conjecture (GC) that every even integer greater than two is the sum of two
primes, due primarily to the publication of a novel [1] and the substantial prize
offered by its publishers for a proof. (The prize was not claimed by the deadline,
and right now the best result is J. R. Chen's 1966 theorem that every sufficiently
large integer is the sum of a prime and the product of at most two primes.)
An examination of several number theory texts, old and new, reveals that an
interesting consequence of GC seems to have been overlooked: GC provides a
short proof of Bertrand's Postulate, which states that for every positive integer
greaterthan 1 there exists a prime p such that n < p < 2n. The proof is simple.
Since n > 1, 2n is an even integer greater than two, whence 2n = pi + P2 for
primes pi and P2. If both pi and P2 are less than n, then pi + P2 < 2n. Therefore, at least one of the pi is greater than or equal to n-that is, n < pi < 2n.
If n is not a prime, strict inequality holds. On the other hand, if n is prime, then
n + 1 is composite and 2(n + 1) = pl + pn, where p\ or pi (say, pi) must be
greater than n + 1-that is, greater than n. Accordingly, n < p < 2n + 2. But
p2 can't be 2n + 1 (or else p' = 1) nor can it be 2n (since 2n is composite), so
n < p2 <2n.
The usual proof (see, for example [2, pp. 367-368]) requires some reasonably
sophisticated analytic estimates and is omitted from most elementary texts.
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Submitted by Henry J. Ricardo, Medgar Evers College (CUNY)
A similar item, involving essentially the same argument,was
submitted by Yoshihiro Tanaka,Hokkaido University, Japan
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